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The world’s leading double-stick system
For over 30 years, Durafit has been recognised by carpet 

manufacturers and contractors as the leading contract 

flooring underlay system.  Engineered 

by professionals and to the highest 

standards using only top quality 

rubber crumb, the Durafit system is the 

first choice for quality, value, reliability, 

strength, comfort and endurance.

The Durafit System has been 

successfully used for prestigious   

carpet installations world-wide and is the perfect, trusted 

system for heavy-wear areas such as hotel receptions 

and corridors, airports and offices.  Increased carpet life, 

improved appearance retention and greater dimensional 

stability are just some of the advantages.

A GLOBAL FAVOURITE

One only needs to glance at the map opposite to see  the 

popularity of the Durafit System around 

the world.

Installed from Iceland to Oman, in  

everything from hotels to football 

stadiums and airports,  Durafit is the 

clear choice when quality and reliability 

is essential.

EXPORT EXCELLENCE

As a finalist in the 2016 UK Export Excellence Awards, 

Interfloor has a strong reputation in the global marketplace.
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Durafit’s success  
is proven with world 
wide sales to date in 
excess of 24 million 

square metres

A globally favoured contract solution



A popular solution

Durafit underlay is a reliable product and we have this 

product installed in many very high traffic areas including 

Resorts World Sentosa Casino, Marina Bays Sands Casino 

& Changi Airports projects for many years. It has been 

performing well without any compliant & issue. I truly 

believe good quality underlay can improve our carpet 

performance and I have full confidence in this product 

and will continuously specify and use this product for 

high traffic areas.
Louis Sung, Account Manager

 Brintons Carpets Limited, Singapore

Our customers have fitted Durafit 500 & 650 in hotels, 

mainly in corridors, conference centres and meeting 

rooms.  Both hotel management and cleaning staff say it 

performs very well and is durable.
JJ Gillan & Co., Ireland

We have installed Durafit 650 and Durafit 500 into 

the ballrooms, foyers and  lobby areas of  many hotels 

including the Ceylan Intercontinental Istanbul, Conrad 

Istanbul and Hilton Batumi. The Durafit system increases 

the stability of the installation and is the perfect solution 

for making borders and joints.
Onur ATES

Onur Hali Ltd., Turkey

I truly believe good quality underlay 

can improve our carpet performance 

and I have full confidence in Durafit and 

will continuously specify and use this 

product for high traffic areas.      

 Louis Sung, Account Manager
 Brintons Carpets Limited, Singapore

Changi Airport, Singapore.System

In any prestigious installation, where quality and reliability is paramount, the Durafit system is the contract underlay system of 

choice all-over the world. Here is what some of our customers have to say.



The system comprises:

How the Durafit system is constructed

Specialist Adhesives Applicator TrowelDurafit Underlay

Carpet
Ideal for heavy wear & border work

Durafit System
Double-stick Carpet Adhesive

Durafit System
Durafit 500 or 650 underlay

Durafit System
Double-stick Tackifier

Sub-Floor
Prepared for fitting

The Durafit System offers many major benefits to any 

installation, regardless of size.

The creative use of carpets, 

including border work and brand 

logos, enhances your image 

whether it is a sports stadium, 

welcoming hotel or a strong 

corporate identity.  Durafit allows 

freedom of design for lasting 

impressions.

 Exclusive Bacloc backing for superior dimensional 
stability

 Increased carpet wear life

 Easy to install

 Maximum seam protection

 Creates high quality borders & seams

 Ideal for heavy and wheeled traffic areas

 The high rubber content of Durafit provides 
excellent heat and sound insulation and gives that 
superb underfoot feel

 Better than 90% recovery under dynamic and 
static loading

 Clean release at the end of the carpet life

 This high density crumb rubber underlay offers 
enhanced resilience compared to lighter weight 
alternatives

The Royal Festival Hall
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The Durafit Advantage

Manufactured in the UK Conforms to BS 5808: 1991
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Sales office  T: 01706 238810   F: 01706 214737

International enquiries  T: +44 (0) 1706 238825   F: +44 (0) 1706 225114

sales@interfloor.com    www.interfloor.com
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Interfloor Limited, 
Broadway, Haslingden, Rossendale,  
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